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CHAPTER I

Photios on the Non-Synonymy of
Substance: Amphilochia 138

Börje Bydén

It is only natural that the Categories is the Aristotelian work that 
spawned the greatest number of commentaries in antiquity, from 
the lost commentaries by Andronicus of Rhodes, Boethus of Sidon, 
and Ariston of Alexandria to the likewise lost commentary by 
Stephanus of Alexandria, who was appointed to a chair at Constan
tinople after Heraclius’ accession in 610, and thus probably the last 
of the pre-iconoclastic commentators.1 2 In the early seventh century 
the Greek-speaking world went into a rather steep cultural decline, 
and during the next 250 years very few and only very elementary 
Greek philosophical works saw the light, most notable among them 
perhaps the Dialectica by John of Damascus (c. 720). All these works 
rehashed material deriving ultimately from late antique commentar
ies on Porphyry’s Isagoge and Aristotle’s Categories.1

1. The first-century BC commentaries by the Peripatetics Andronicus, Boethus, and 

Ariston (as well as those by the Platonist Eudorus and the Stoic Athenodorus) are all 

mentioned by Simplicius, In Cat. 159.32. On Stephanus and his Categories commenta

ry, see Wolska-Conus 1989 (esp. 9 n. 19).

2. On the philosophical works of this period, see Roueché 1974,1980 and 1990.

3 There are also scholia on the Isagoge attributed to Photios; these were transcribed 

from Mon. gr. 222 and Par. gr. 1928 by Busse 1891: xx-xxii. The ones on the Categories 

And so it is hardly surprising, either, that the first Aristotelian 
commentary produced in post-iconoclast Byzantium was also one 
on the Categories. This commentary is extant in two versions: (a) in 
the form of a few relatively extensive scholia transmitted together 
with Ammonius’ commentary but attributed in the manuscripts to 
St. Photios the Great, patriarch of Constantinople (858-67 and 877- 
86);3 and (b) as a continuous text carrying the title Clear Summary of 
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the Ten Categories and filling eleven chapters of some redactions of the 
Amphilochia, an unsystematic collection of essays by the selfsame 
Photios mostly on theological subjects.4 Hergenrother (PG ioi: 
759-60) and Westerink (1986: 5: 140) drew the conclusion that the 
scholia must have been culled from a different -and probably earli
er- version of the Clear Summary. The Clear Summary has been preser
ved in three Byzantine (and a few later) manuscripts.5

are reported (from Mon. gr. 222) in the footnotes of Hergenrother’s edition of the 

Amphilochia (PG ioi: 757-812).

4 There are five different redactions of the Amphilochia (or Ad Amphilochium Quaestiones'). 

The total number of essays in all five is 329. The redaction thought by Westerink to 

be Photios’ original edition numbers 313 essays; the ones containing essays 314-24 

and 325-29 also date back to the author’s lifetime. Only two redactions (including 

the original edition) contain the Clear Summary (although it was inserted also in one 
MS of another redaction as early as the 14th century) (Westerink 1986: 4: v-xiv).

5 The Byzantine MSS are: Par. gr. 1228 (nth cent.); Vat. gr. 1923 (a descendant of the 

former, 13th cent.); Par. Coisl. gr. 270 (the relevant part dated to the 14th cent., the 

rest of the MS to the nth cent.). An important later witness (representing a different 

redaction) is Par. gr. 1229 (17th cent.) (Westerink 1986: 4: v-xiv).

IO

The title is really a misnomer. For in these eleven chapters, Pho
tios deals with the antepredicaments and nine categories only; that is 
to say, he includes five of those categories that were not (or only very 
cursorily) treated by Aristotle, but omits that of syetv or Having. In 
the present paper I have set myself the task of investigating whether 
it is possible to trace the influence on some later writers of what is 
after all the earliest surviving text of post-iconoclast Byzantine phi
losophy. One reason why one would want to do that is that it would 
be interesting to know more about the extent to which relatively ear
ly Byzantine philosophical works were actually used by relatively late 
Byzantine philosophical writers. For the most part, it is difficult to 
tell with any degree of certainty, since so much of the material in all 
Byzantine philosophical works derives from ancient works. And as a 
rule, Byzantine philosophical writers do not reveal their sources. So 
in order to carry out this kind of inquiry it is necessary to find an 
earlier work of some originality with which to compare the later ones.

In this respect, Photios’ summary would seem like a promising 
choice. Chapter 145, on the category of Where (noi’), was discussed 
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not so long ago in a couple of papers by Jacques Schamp, who did 
pose the question of originality, and answered it in the affirmative.6 7 
And it was noted quite recently by Katerina Ierodiakonou that in 
chapter 142 Photios offers a solution to a problem concerning the 
last six categories which has no precedent in the ancient tradition.? 
Less encouragingly, it also seems to have made no impact on the 
later Byzantine tradition. (The problem is that each of the last six 
categories seems to be compounded of Substance and one of the 
remaining three: e.g. Where seems to be compounded of Substance 
and Quantity, and thus reducible to these; Photios’ solution is to 
insist that an entity can emerge as a result of the coming together of 
two other entities without being reducible to either or both of them: 
this, he says, is true e.g. of friendship.)

6. Schamp 1996a and 1996b.

7. Ierodiakonou 2005: 24.

8. Anton 1994 discusses chapter 138 at some length, but his emphasis is not so much 

on a close analysis of the text, which is what I will attempt here, as on the theological 

context.
9. “pi) ^avØavérco 8e {>904 oaep cs%e8ov ti tone yt/.dcuouc StéZaØev” (138.91-92).

I have chosen to focus especially on chapter 138, which is on 
Substance.8 In this chapter Aristotle comes in for some pretty heavy 
criticism, especially on account of one inadequacy, which Photios 
himself says that “most people have failed to notice”.9 This inade
quacy has to do with the lack of unity of the category of Substance, 
or differently put, with the non-synonymy of primary and second
ary Substance.

To begin with, it may be useful to have a plan of the chapter. It 
appears to divide rather naturally into the following 14 sections:

1. Five irrelevant senses of ‘substance’ (2-25).
2. The relevant sense of ‘substance’ formulated: it is the self-exist

ing thing (26-30).
3. Division of Substance (30-76).
4. Primary and secondary Substance according to Aristotle (77- 

91)-
5. Criticism: non-synonymy of primary and secondary Substance 

(91-104).

II
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6. Afterthought: the infima species or nature is a ninth sense of‘sub
stance’ (105-13).

7. Characteristics of Substance (1): not to be in a subject. True of 
all Substance, but not exclusively (114-20).

8. Characteristics of Substance (2): not to have a contrary. True of 
all Substance, but not exclusively (121-25).

9. Characteristics of Substance (3): not to admit of a more and a 
less. True of all Substance and nothing else (126-36).

10. Characteristics of Substance (4): to be numerically one and still 
be able to receive contraries. True of all Substance and nothing 
else (137-42).

11. Rebuttal of objection to (10), following Cat. 4a2i-bi2 (142-62).
12. Two remaining characteristics of Substance: (5) to signify a cer

tain ‘this’ and (6) to be predicated synonymously. None of 
them true of all Substance (163-76).

13. Additional characteristics following from Aristotle’s account, 
confirming the non-synonymy of primary and secondary Sub
stance (177-88).

14. Conclusion: Aristotle’s reasons for considering individuals to 
be more substances than universals are not sufficient for consid
ering individuals—or genera—to be substances at all (188-208).

The relationship between this plan and version (a) of the commen
tary, i.e. the Photian scholia transmitted along with Ammonius’ 
commentary, will be briefly discussed below (pp 27-28).

It is common knowledge that most ancient Greek commentators 
from Porphyry onwards held that the proper subject matter of the 
Categories, being the first item on Aristotle’s logic syllabus, is simple, 
primary, and general words, insofar as they signify things, whereas 
the things (and concepts) that are signified by these are a subsidiary 
subject matter, insofar as they are signified by words.“ But since * 

10. "... Eoxiv piev 6 aKOTfdq oiKSioq xfj XoytKfj rcpayjiaxsia rcspi xcöv ootXcöv Kai Tipæxæv Kai 

ysviKCbv (pcovcov, Kaøo 0T]gavTiKai xcöv ovxcov sioiv, cyovSiSdaKsxai 6e Tiavrcog Kai xd 

øT]gaiv6|X£va w’ auxcov rcpayjiaxa Kai xd voiq piaxa, Kaøo GT]piaivsxai xd Tpdyjxaxa. wro xcöv 

(pcovcov” (Simplicius, In Cat. 13.12-15).

12
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‘simple, primary, and general’ words primarily signify sensible indi
viduals, it is only reasonable on this view that Aristotle in the Catego
ries assigns priority to individuals over universals.11 12

n. “... E7i£i 7ispi Xs^scov or] jiavriKCö  v f| rcpoØeoig, ai Se Xs^stg jipæTCog ein toc aiaØr]Ta éx£Ør]aav 

... eiKOTrøg a xavg Xs^soi Tpæxa. KaTCOVopaøØr] (eoTt Se toc aiaØr]Ta Kai toc ocxojia), Tipærag 

overtag eø et o” (Porphyry, In Cat. 91.19-23).

12. “... Stort pdXiøra, (prjcrtv, öcTojiog overta cpavspærspovkoieI to ^qrovjievovTjTSp f] Kaøo- 

Xov overta. 6 yocp sincbv ScoKpaTqv E7iiSr]Å,ov jiaXXov e7iofr]0£v tov év AØf|vaig si tv%oi eptXoejo- 

epov rcapoc tov eircovra oti ocvØprøTiog fj typov” (138.193-97).

13. “rcpayjia ... avØwiapKTOv, pi] Ssopsvov erspov Tip dg vnap^iv” (138.27-28).

It is not immediately clear what Photios thought was the proper 
subject matter of the Categories. He reports Aristotle as saying that 
individual substances (e.g. ‘Socrates’) are more indicative of the 
thing under discussion than are universal substances (e.g. ‘man’ or 
‘animal’); perhaps we can infer from this that he considered the 
word ‘substance’ in this context to refer to words rather than 
things.18 But evidently he did not align himself with the tradition, 
starting not with Porphyry, but long before him (Ps.-Archytas, 
Boethus), that understood the range of things signified by the 
words discussed in the Categories as being limited to the sensible 
realm. It is true that he begins chapter 138 by putting to one side a 
number of senses of the word ‘substance’ which he claims are not 
relevant to logic (this is section 1 in the plan above). To begin with, 
transcendent and causative substance is the subject matter of First 
Philosophy (presumably understood as apophatic theology: cf. Am- 
phil. 180.17-21), whereas form and matter are concepts of natural 
philosophy. ‘Substance’ can also mean ‘property’, but this, says 
Photios, is political rather than philosophical usage; and ‘exist
ence’, in which case it indicates all things homonymously. The only 
thing which is eligible to be called ‘substance’ in the categorial 
sense is, according to the somewhat tautological formula endorsed 
by Photios, the “self-existing thing, which does not require any
thing else for its existence” (sect. 2).13 But some of the examples he 
proceeds to offer of the categorial sense of ‘substance’ are incorpo
real and thus immaterial things: the nature of angels and intellect, 
whose operation is instantaneous, and soul, whose operation in- 

13
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volves movement (sect. 3).14 15 In consequence, the category of Sub
stance cannot according to Photios be limited to the sensible realm, 
although it is limited to the boundaries of Creation.

14. “kot taütqc t] pev Kata ötißo/.ip' Kai aØpoov évEpyEl, io; ayyéZiov (pi)Git. eita 8e Kai \'o rt- 

f] 8e peta tivot Kivqcaaa tat evspysia; eyei itpoatoiiävat. <j>; ptt’Z1!- ffiv ei Kai Siaipopo; t] évép- 

yeia Kai t] aitaptit. a/./.' oöv koivöv aiaoit to eivai te Kai KaZeiaØai dacbpata- öaa yap tf|; 

iiZti; Kai toü éviiZou eiSou; ava.Ka/NpqKKV. tit töv toü dacopatoii Zöyov pstaßeßt|Kev. Kav 

yap itpot tö Kupito; Kai itpOtcot ov dacbpatov te Kai iutepoiiaiov dyaTOai taüta acöpa ye Kai 

eivai Kai övopa^eaOai, a'/.Z' oöv tt|v evuZov Kai acopatiKT|v Siaipuyövta ita.'/ütqta ti| toü 

aü/.oii ipüaei auvoiKeioÜtai Kai tö aacopatov” (138.33-41).

15. When Photios says, at 138.41-42, that “this belongs to another, more profound 

discussion”, Anton 1994:172 takes him to mean that “the type of discourse that deals 

with sensible reality cannot cover the whole of misia”. It seems to me more likely that 

the question referred by Photios to another discussion is one prompted by what he 

says in the immediately preceding lines (see note 14), namely how to conceive of the 

exact relation of the nature of angels, intellect and soul to the strict incorporeality 

and immateriality of God on the one hand, and the coarse materiality and corporea

lity of sensible things on the other. At any rate, it is perfectly clear from 138.30-33 that 

the nature of angels, intellect and soul are all subsumed by Photios under categorial 

Substance, which is what is discussed in Aristotle’s Categories.

16. Cf. Aristotle, Top. 2.2, iogb4-y: “out' oiiSevo; ydp yévou; 7tap(ovöp(o; f] Katpyopia Kata 

toü eiSou; Zéyetat, a'/.'/.a navta auvtoviipto; td yévr| tov eiScöv Katpyopeitai- Kai ydp rovvopa 

Kai töv Zöyov É7ti5é%etai tov tov yevcöv td ei8t|.”

17. “Opiüovtai Se rpv pev oiiaiav oiitto;’ Oiiaia éati 7tpäypa ai>0Ü7tapKtov Kai pi] Seopevov 
étépou 7tpo; iiitap^iv” (Dialectica, rec. fus., 4.61-64). A similar but not identical formula 
is given by the Damascene in a number of other places. Other early occurrences of 
similar formulae include Doctrina Patrum 40.25-26 and Meletius, Denat. horn. 154.9-11.

What did Photios understand by a ‘category’? There are some 
indications that he understood a highest genus in the strict sense. I 
take it to be characteristic of a genus in the strict sense that it is al
ways predicated synonymously, i.e. according to the same name and 
definition, of all its species and of all the individuals subsumed un
der these.16 One indication that this is what Photios understood by 
a ‘category’ is his very attempt to provide a universal formula of 
Substance, as well as an exhaustive division, running all the way 
from corporeal and incorporeal substances down to a few represent
ative infimae species. The formula is borrowed from John of Damas
cus, who expressly discusses the categories in terms of the highest 
genera of being.17 The division, on the other hand, is imported from 
a different context, namely that of Porphyry’s Isagoge and commen- 

14
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taries on that work. And indeed, Porphyry in the Isagoge does talk of 
Substance as a highest genus.18 So Photios may well have been influ
enced by these two sources to take a similar view. — It may be worth 
noting, in passing, that John of Damascus refers to the formula as a 
current definition (opicovrai), notwithstanding the fact that a high
est genus cannot strictly speaking be defined.19 20 21 22 A definition is also 
what Photios calls it in version (a) of the commentary, but in the 
Clear Summary itself the words ‘define’ and ‘definition’ are carefully 
avoided. That their absence is not coincidental is strongly suggest
ed by Photios’ distinction in the preceding chapter (137.7-9) be
tween definitive and descriptive formulae.80

18. Zrøg. 4.21-27.

19. Elsewhere, the Damascene seems to agree that a definition must contain both 

genus and constitutive differentia: Dial., rec. fus., 8.16-18; 8.90-93.

20. Cf. Anton 1994: 171.
21. “5ischt]ks 6e aoXXfp Ka.Tqyopia Kai. ojicovujiia” (138.24-25).

22. “... ra axojia, Tipcorai ovoiat Xsyopsvat, Kai. rd KaOoXou, Ssurspai ovoiat Xsyojisvat, ov%i 

ODveovujKog outs Tfpdq Eaurdg outs apdq tt]v ovoiav i| c, 0 ts Xoyog Kai. f] Staipscng daoSsSorat 

to Trig ouaiag övojia daTivsyKavro’ tcö jisvtoi koivcö Xoyqj Tfjg ysvtKfjg ouaiag ovoiat KaXoujis- 

vat eaoTaigTS KaKsivij ouvcovujicog ovojia^ovrat” (138.93-96).

Another, admittedly not very strong, indication that what Pho
tios understood by a ‘category’ was a highest genus in the strict 
sense is his emphasis on the ‘difference’, as he puts it, between cat
egory and homonymy (although he never says they are contrary 
terms).81 What seems to me to be decisive, however, is that his criti
cisms of Aristotle’s account of Substance suggest that he thought its 
deficiency lay in its failure to meet the requirements for an account 
of a genus. Especially, he contends (in sect. 5) that primary sub
stances, i.e. individuals, and secondary substances, i.e. universals, 
did not obtain the name of Substance synonymously, whether in 
relation to each other or in relation to the <generic> Substance of 
which the formula and the division were given. Surely, if they are 
called substances by virtue of the common definition of generic 
Substance, they have their name synonymously with each other as 
well as with the latter.88

The formula and the division of generic Substance referred to 
here are the ones given in sections 2 and 3 according to the plan 

15
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above. Aristotle obviously does not mention any generic Substance 
of which primary and secondary Substance are supposed to be two 
different species; and the characteristics (the so-called pseudo-dif
ferentiae) of Substance that he offers in lieu of a definition do seem 
in some cases to belong exclusively to either primary or secondary 
Substance (and in some cases to belong also to other categories). 
Photios in fact allows that two of these characteristics are properties 
in the strict sense (such that for every x, if and only if x is a sub
stance, the property belongs to x), namely (a) to be numerically one 
and still be able to receive contraries (sects, io-ii), and, more im
portantly, as we shall se below, (b) not to admit of a more and a less 
(sect. 9). But all his emphasis is on the failure of the other four to be 
at the same time a necessary and a sufficient condition for substan
tiality: only primary substances signify a certain ‘this’, and only sec
ondary substances (along with differentiae and all the other catego
ries) are synonymously predicated (since primary substances cannot 
be predicated at all) (sect. i2);S3 on the other hand, it is not only 
substances that are not in a subject—also substantial differentiae are 
not—(sect. 7) and that have no contraries—also quantities do not— 
(sect. 8).84

23. “'O psvrot ys ApioTorsXrig Tipo/siporspov, iva pi] Xsyæ paØvporspov, rcspi ovaiag StaXa- 

ßov, Kai erspa Svo iSta ri0T]aiv ovaiag- ev pev to to 5 s ti oppaivstv, wisp eit| av iStov ov Tfjg 

ædxbg ovaiag, Tfjg 5e uap’ avrov K?u]0stor]g 7ipærr|g overtag- Kai evspov TiaXtv to aovcovopcog 

KaTr]yop£ia0ai, £ir] S’ av Kai tovto iStov Tfjg raxp’ avrov KÅ,r]Øsior]g Ssvrspag overtag. dXXd tö 

jievtoSe n oppaivstv pövpg eori Tfjg Tip rørr] g overtag- pövr] yap f] peptid] overta, %£tpi SstKwpE- 

vr] fj erspep Ttvi ToiovTco, toSs ti Xsysrat sivat- to 5e eyovcovvpcog KaTr|yop£ia0ai ovk eavtv po- 

vr|g Tfjg SevTÉpag overtag, dXXd Kai erspeovnoKkGw ...” (138.163-71).

24. “ AÅXd Tispi pev röv dXXcov aKpißsavspov év aXXotg. f] 5s ys overta 'hg o rs Xöyog Kai f] 5t-

aipsatg aTioSsSorat, fjrtg Kai Svvatr’ av vfjv te Tfjg Karpyoptag Ewoiav Kai tt]v KXpaiv éjitSs^a-

aøat, E%£t iöia, Tipörov pév tö pi] sivat avrpv év vTioKstpsvq)- tovto 5e tö iStov Tiavri pév tö

siSst Tfjg overtag V7iap%si, ov pövcp 5s, Tipöasort ydp Kai ratg ovotebSsoi Stacpopaig- avrat ydp,

olov tö XoytKÖv Kai Ta rotavra, SfjXov ög ovk sioiv év VTioKstpsvcp, ovöe yap aopßsßpKÖra

övvarat sivat. Asvxspov iStov Tfjg overtag tö prjSev avrf) evavriov sivat- Kai tovto Se tö iStov

Kai Tiavri tö eiSei Tfjg overtag appö^st Kai ov pövcp- ovöepia pev ydp ovata. KaØo éortv ovota

E%si ti åvriKstpsvov avrfj evavriov- ov ppv Se dXXa ys Kai tö tiooö ovSev éartv evavriov, rotg

ydp SsKa fj rotg eTird fj rotg öpototg epavspöv ort ovSsv éartv evavriov” (138.114-25).

It is understandable if considerations like these give rise to 
doubts as to whether there are really any grounds for thinking that 23 24 * * * * * * * * 

16
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‘substance’ is predicated of both individuals and universals in the 
same sense. And in that case, one may go on to wonder whether it is 
really true that, as Aristotle claims (Cat. ßb4-5), if the subject is an 
individual, everything that is said of the predicate will also be said 
of the subject; but if this is in doubt, the whole theory of syllogism 
will rest on a shaky foundation. To solve this problem in a satisfac
tory way I guess one needs to have recourse to something like a 
theory of supposition. Photios showed in another chapter in the 
Amphilochia (ch. 77) that he was completely innocent of any such 
theory: there we find him grappling with the problem whether the 
incorporeality of secondary substances such as man would not entail 
the incorporeality of primary substances such as Socrates. His solu
tion is to allow for secondary substances to be in a sense incorpo
real, namely insofar as they lack the properties of bodies, and in a 
sense corporeal, namely insofar as they are significant of bodies. 
And thus, he thinks, the transitivity of predication can be saved?5

25. “Tig oi5v 6 Xoyog 6 rahrag 7idaag Stacpsoycov Tag Xaßag; si'pT]Tai piev sji(paTtK®T£pov iacog 

Kai ÄpoaOsv, Kai vüv 5e xpavoxspov XsysaØ®. aojiaTiKa pisv eoti Ta ysvr] Kai ei5t] tcüv aojid- 

tcdv, ot) oæjxaTa 5s, Kai StiXotikoc tcüv 'üäoksijisvov, oh 5r]Xoi5ji£va 5s, Kai dvaTiTüooovTa tt]v 

wap^tv tovtcov, ot>% TxpiGTCOvra 5s, Kai tcöv ev avTolg jispcbv tt]V ovaicoaiv dTiayysXXovra, oh 

7iap£%ovra 5s, Kai ovojiara KaTaXXfjXotg voiq jiaat Kai oiKsiotg ræv TTrøKSipsvcov rag TTrøardcjsig 

øT]jxaivovTa, on Toig ohat Kai ahrapKScrcdTOig 6v jit| Sscovrai Taura 5i’ savTCüv uaps/opsva- 

65 errs p 5t] Kai to dyaOov Kai to crocpov Kai SiKatov Kai (piXdv0p®7iov Kai Ta TOiaura KaTqyopf]- 

jiara, £i Kai Ta piEV svépysiav fj rcdØog rot) 'üäokeijievou 5t]Xol, Ta 5e tt]v wap^tv Kai ohafcoaiv 

fj Ta 7WL0T] Kai Tag svspysiag” (77-177-87).

26. “oti 5e Ssdrspai ohafat Kai apcdrai ohaiat Taura Xsyopsva ohyi auvcovupcog oiks Eaoralg 

oi)T£ rfj ysvixp ohaia Xsyovrat, TioXXa Xsystv e%cov, ekslvo rscog 5ta to (piXocrdvropov spec, cog 

auro 5t] touto to jit| daXcög ahrdg KaXsiaØat ohaiag, dXXa psra 7ipoa0f|KT]g, tt]v piEV 7ip®TT]v, 

tt]v 5e SsoTSpav, aa(pT|g drcoSEi^ig eotiv oti jit| Kara tt]v avTTjv swotav EKarspa toutcov kekXt]- 

Tat ohaia, Kai tcoXXcü aXsov ti Ka0’ ETSpav TiaXiv f] ysviKf]” (138.97-102).

27. And cf. Dean. 2.3, 414520-22; Pol. 3.1, i275a34~38. On the rule, see in general the 

classic paper by Lloyd 1962.

To return to chapter 138. Photios regards the very fact that Aris
totle does not speak of individuals and universals simply as ‘sub
stances’, but adds an ordinal number, as sufficient proof of their 
non-synonymy (although he says he could adduce many more)?6 
One may suspect that he does so on the strength of the rule, en
dorsed by Aristotle in Metaphysics B 3,“? that “in the case of things in 25 26 27 
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which the distinction of prior and posterior is present, that which is 
predicable of these things cannot be something apart from them” 
(trans. Ross)?8 The examples given by Aristotle are those of number 
and geometrical figure: there cannot be a generic number or figure 
over and above the specific ones. If this rule were to be applied to 
substance, as one may suspect it is by Photios, the result would 
seem to be that there cannot be a generic substance over and above 
the individuals and the universals.

28. “eti ev olg to KpoTspov Kai voTspov sotiv, ov% olov Ts to ski tovtcov sivai ti Kapa Taura” 

(99936-8).
29. “ovSspia yap ovcrta nvog overtag oXcog Kara ys avrov tov Tfjg auXcog overtag Xoyov ovk av 

pTjØstT] ovts jiaXXov overta ovts t|ttov, ovts av jisptKa Xaßwv pispixoig GvyKpfvotg, ovts av 

KaOoXtKolg KaØoXiKa, a/T ovts av jisptKa upog Ta KaOoXov” (138.127-30).

This suspicion is in some measure reinforced by Photios’ discus
sion (in sect. 9) of what he calls the ‘third characteristic’ of sub
stance (in the standard order it is the fifth), namely that it does not 
allow of a more and a less. In contrast to Aristotle, who takes care to 
point out that this characteristic is not meant to imply that there can 
be no substance which is more a substance than another one, as e.g. 
a species is more a substance than its genus (3^33-36; cf. 2b7~8), 
Photios insists that

according to the very formula of Substance without qualification, no 
substance could be said to be more a substance or less a substance 
than another substance, whether one compares particulars to particu
lars or universals to universals, nor if one compares particulars to universals.28 29

In other words, he accepts the characteristic as valid for generic 
Substance; but if generic Substance encompasses both individuals 
and universals this seems to imply that no individuals or universals 
can possess a lower or higher degree of substantiality than any other 
substances. In order to see how this conundrum is dealt with by 
Photios, we must examine what he thinks Aristotle means by “high
er and lower degree of substantiality”. Photios addresses this ques
tion especially in section 14. Aristotle, he says, holds that individu
als have a higher degree of substantiality than universals, especially 
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on the ground that they are more indicative of the thing under discus
sion^0 (It has to be said that this is a blatant misrepresentation of 
Aristotle’s view, which is that individuals are pre-eminently substan
tial on account of being the subjects of everything else: 2b 15—17.) 
The same is true, Photios continues, in the case of universals: the 
species is thought to have a higher degree of substantiality than the 
genus because it is closer to and more indicative of the individual.30 31 
‘Consequently’, he says,

30. “d^toi Se 6 AptOTOTsXrig Sid ronro ttjv pspiKpv ohoiav Tfjg KaOoXov paXXov sivat ohoiav, 

Stort paXtora, (ppoiv, p aropog ohoia cpavspcbrspov koisl to ippovpsvov fjusp f] KaOoXov 

oi>aia” (138.193-95).
31. “doahrcog Se Kai rfjg KaOoXon ohotag paXXov ohoia to siSog roh ysvong, ev pev Siort 

eyyvTspov eon Tfjg pdXtora ohoiag, prot Tfjg dropov, to siSog rcapd to ysvog, Ssnrspov Se on 

Kai 6 sirabvto siSog pdXXov SrptoltövScoKpdrr]vfj 6 siaxovto ysvog ...” (138.198-202).
32. “coots eg &v 6 ApioTOTslpg em/sipst SiScootv pplv onpßaXslv dg pdXXov ohoiav KaXsi tt]v 

paXXov onoav s^ayysXrtKTiv Kai epppvsoTiKpv roh TipoKsipsvov uapd [retaining Hergen

rother’s text] tt]v evSscog Tiparrovoav ronro. rang Se to paXXov epppvevriKÖv Kai e^ayysXrtKÖv 

Ton ÄpoKsipsvoi) fj oXcog ohoia Shvarat ewopOfjvat fj paXXov ohoia, oh Ton rcapovrog oKorcoh 

8isXsy%siv” (138.203-7).

from what Aristotle advances we are allowed to infer that he calls the 
substance which is more expressive and indicative of the thing pro
posed ‘more a substance’ than that which is lacking in this respect. 
But it does not fall within the purview of the present work to examine 
critically how that which is more expressive and indicative of the 
thing proposed can be conceived of as more a substance, or indeed as 
a substance at all. So far so much on substance.32

If I interpret this correctly, what Photios suggests in sections 9 and 
14 is not that Aristotle is wrong in making “the distinction of prior 
and posterior” between individuals and universals, and that all sub
stances really have an equal degree of substantiality; what he sug
gests is that this distinction is present in individuals and universals, 
in as much as they are more and less indicative of the thing pro
posed, and that consequently either individuals or universals have 
to be eliminated from the category of Substance, for otherwise some 
substances will have more substantiality than others, and this is im
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possible. The question is, then, which of the two Photios wants to 
eliminate. His phrasing may seem to suggest that he wants to elimi
nate “that which is more expressive”, i.e. individuals. One problem 
with this is, of course, that if individuals are eliminated, some uni
versals (species) will still have more substantiality than others (gen
era); and this is, again, impossible. In addition, it may seem a priori 
reasonable to eliminate those items in the category which differ by 
defect rather than those which differ by excess, and individuals are 
after all held by Aristotle to be pre-eminently substantial. So there 
seems to be some reason to think that Photios wants to eliminate 
universals.

But there is more reason to think that he does not. For even if 
Photios concedes to Aristotle that the distinction of prior and pos
terior is present in individuals and universals, it is far from clear that 
he agrees on their relative order. He tantalisingly says that he has 
dealt with the question as to whether Aristotle was right or wrong in 
calling the individual primary and the universal secondary in an
other work,33 but his repeated emphasis on the fact that these are 
Aristotle’s terms suggests that he thought he was wrong. And even if 
the original problem would remain unsolved in a category consist
ing of universals on different levels of universality, there is also the 
option of retaining only universals on a certain level. Why not, for in
stance, only infimae species? Photios ends his first discussion of the 
non-synonymy of primary and secondary substance in section 5 by 
telling us that

each of these are called ‘substance’ in accordance with different con
cepts, and generic Substance is much rather <called ‘substance’* in 
accordance with yet another <concept>.33 34

33. “si 6e KaXcög 6 ApujxoxsXr]q fj pii] ttjv piev 7ip®xr]v owiav, tt]v 6e Ssnxspav ekolXsosv, ev 

aXXotg Tijiiv on Trap spycog sipr|xai” (138.103-4).

34. "... oxi pii] Kaxa xtjv æoTTiv Ewoiav EKaxspa xovxcov KSKXr]xat oixjia, Kai ttoXXco ffXsov xt 

KaO’sxspav TidXivT] ysviKrf’ (138.101-2).

A couple of lines later (in sect. 6) he tries to explain what he has in 
mind:
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It is necessary to know the following, which I almost overlooked: 
there is another thing ready to use besides the enumerated significations 
of ‘substance’, and this is the species proximate to the individuals, 
according to which this human being as well as this horse, although 
they are same-substantial with respect to the common definition of 
the substance, all the same we know them to be and call them other- 
substantial when referring them to this signification. The latter we are 
also wont to call ‘nature’. According to this concept, then, we affirm 
Socrates and Plato to be same-natured, but any particular human 
being to be other-natured than his horse. Thus, the significations of 
substance hitherto reviewed would be nine in number.35

35. “’Ekslvo 6e siösvai %pij, o ptKpofj raxpsSpapsv ppdg, dog soxiv sxspov xt rcapd xa Kaxijptø- 

pppsva oppaivopsva overtag 7ip6%sipov sv xfj xpijast, xofjxo 6s saxt xo 7ipoas%£C5xaxov xoig 

dxopotg siSog, KaØ’ o Kai xovSs xöv avØpcoTiov Kai xovSs xöv izuiov, opoovcrtovg dvxag xcp kolvO) 

xrjg overtag Xoyco, opcog sig ekslvo avacpspovxsg xo GTjpaivopsvov exspoovaiovg iapsv xs Kai 

ovopdtppsv. xovxo Ss anxo Kai cpvcnv siøiapsøa Xsysiv KaØ’ rjv swoiav Kai ScoKpaxijv psv 

nXaxcovi opocpvfj cpapsv sivat, xöv Sslva Ss avØpcoTiov xov ikuov sxspocpva. coaxs swsa xöv 

åptøpov sir] av xd dvaKvyavxa xscog xfjg overtag orpxaivöjisva” (138.105-113).

36. “O yåp avØpcoTiog xv%öv oeojiaxiKÖv psv, oxi xöv ScoKpdxijv fj xöv IlXdxeova acopa övxa 

övojid^st, Kai xrjv avxcöv ovaiav dvauxuaacov xcöv öpoysvcdv xfj KÄpasi SiaaxsXXsi.”

37. “Oi psv e^co epiXöaoepoi Kaxa xöv KpoXsXsypsvov Xöyov Siaepopav sitiov ovaiag Kai epvoscog 

.... Oi 5s aytoi. Tiaxspsg uapsdaavxsg xag TioXXag sp£o%sXiag xö psv koivöv Kai Kaxa tloXXcöv 

Xsyöpsvov xjyovv xö siSiKcbxaxov siSog ovaiav Kai cpvcnv Kai popcppv SKdXsaav, olov ayysXov, 

av0p®7iov, ixxov, Kvva Kai xd xoiavxa .... Tö 8e pspiKÖv SKdXsaav axopov Kai TipöocoTiov Kai

This is exactly the sense in which Photios uses ‘substance’ also in 
Amphilochia 77.61-63,36 37 and no doubt in other passages too. It is a 
sense which he is likely to have conceived of as specifically Chris
tian. For that is how it is described in John of Damascus’ Dialectica 
31. According to John, the distinction made by the pagan philoso
phers between substance and nature was not upheld by the Holy 
Fathers. They, in contrast, used the words ‘substance’, ‘nature’, and 
‘form’ (popcpf]) interchangeably for the most specific species, i.e. an
gel, man, horse and the like. Particular entities, such as Peter and Paul, 
they called ‘individual’, ‘person’, and ‘hypostasis’. The hypostasis, 
as described by the Damascene, “is such as to have substance with 
accidents, to subsist independently, and to be envisaged by sense
perception, i.e. in actuality”.3?
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I think this is most probably the sense of ‘substance’ that Photios 
wished to reserve for the category of Substance. At any rate this 
seems to be the hypothesis that best accords with the quoted pas
sages from sections 5 and 6, at the same time as it charitably credits 
Photios with an account of Substance which escapes his own criti
cism of Aristotle’s account. Thus I think he equated the self-existing 
thing with the infima species. This appears to commit him to the view 
that an infima species could in principle exist independently, without 
individuating matter or accidents. Such a view may seem exceed
ingly strange; yet the equation is borne out by Photios’ first exam
ples of self-existing thing, namely “man, ox,fire, earth and the like” 
(138.28-29). Possibly the awkwardness can be mitigated by the as
sumption that Photios considers ‘substance’ in this context to refer 
to words signifying things rather than the things themselves. In that 
case the formula in section 2 might be taken not as a formula of 
Substance, but quite literally of that which is said to be a substance 
(Zéyerat ovoia: 138.26), i.e. the subject of substantial predication. 
Nothing prevented Photios from identifying this as the individual, 
even if he denied that it itself was a substance; and Substance would 
then simply be anything which is substantially predicated of the 
self-existing thing.

The above-quoted passage from John of Damascus also furnish
es a clue as to what sort of entity Photios thought individuals were, 
if they were not substances. Most probably, he thought they were 
hypostases. And most probably he had an ulterior motive for trying 
to put hypostases and substances in different categories, namely to 
harmonize Aristotelian logic with Orthodox Christian theology, 
but it would lead us too far to embark on that discussion here.s8

lOTOGTacjiv olov It'Æpoc. I [ar/.oc. 'H 5e iwocrtacju; ØéZet e%eiv oiicjiav peta cnipßeßpKOTOiv Kai 

KaØ' éai)TT|v iiipicrtacjØai Kai aicjØijcret ly/ouv gvepyeia ØetopeiciØai” (Dialectica 31).

38. The relation of Photios’ Aristotelianism to his ‘philosophical theology’ is the sub

ject of Anton 1994.

As for the higher-level universals that he also (if my interpreta
tion is correct) wants to eliminate from the category of Substance, 
there is little point in speculating about what destiny Photios has in 
mind for them. If he believes, as I have argued, that the categories * 
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are strictly speaking the highest genera of being, then obviously the 
higher-level universals either have to be pressed into one or more of 
the nine categories already existing alongside Substance (presuma
bly Quality), or else a category of Genus must be specially estab
lished. In either case, since the higher-level universals are of varying 
degrees of universality (or generality), the number of categories will 
multiply. Which is anyway a necessary consequence of the view that 
I have ascribed to Photios, since there are individuals and univer
sals in all the categories. But as I said, there is little point in specu
lating.

To sum up, then, Photios criticizes Aristotle’s account of Sub
stance for bringing together two different things, which cannot be
long to the same genus in the strict sense. “For how”, he exclaims,

can the name be synonymous or the formula of the essence be one 
and the same of things which have ... completely unrelated and con
flicting characteristics?39

39. “(bv yap Ta 181a Kara to Sokovv sivat gaXiCTa koivöv ovojia TiavrsXcog ectiv §sva Kai 

T|XXoTpi®ji£va, TOVTCOV Mög av sir] aovcbvopog f] ovojiaaia fj sig Kai 6 amdg 6 Tfjg owlag 

Zoyo^” (138.190-93)

His central argument seems to be that in order for all substances to 
belong to the same genus, they cannot, as Aristotle claims, have dif
ferent degrees of substantiality. This would create a hierarchy or an 
ordered series, and an ordered series cannot constitute a genus. 
Their degree of substantiality, according to Aristotle, is in inverse 
proportion to their level of universality. Either, then, (a) all univer
sals on all levels have to be put on a par with individuals, or (b) all 
universals on all levels have to be eliminated (leaving only the so- 
called primary substances in the category of Substance), or (c) the 
individuals plus all universals on all levels but one must be eliminated. 
But (a) is impossible, since individuals and universals on different 
levels are after all not equally expressive. In the choice between (b) 
and (c) it seems that Photios, on the authority of the Fathers, opts 
for (c), and more specifically, for the view that the category of Sub
stance really consists exclusively of infimae species.
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Is this criticism valid to any extent? I think it should be granted 
to Photios that, Ærømrøglhat Aristotle thinks of the category of Sub
stance as a highest genus in the strict sense, he might be hard pressed 
to say what it is that entitles us to subsume both individuals and 
universals under it. It seems very doubtful, however, that Aristotle 
really would have thought of his categories in this way. Apart from 
everything else (such as the fact that most pseudo-differentiae of 
Substance are either not necessary or not sufficient conditions for 
substantiality), the first remark of Categories 8 is that Quality is a 
homonym, which seems to suggest that it is not strictly speaking a 
genus; and the final remark of the same chapter, if authentic, even 
opens up the possibility for things to belong to more than one cat
egory (incidentally and problematically called ‘genus’ in this 
context) ,4°

40. On this remark, see the classic discussion in Frede 1987.

41. My interpretation of Plotinus is much indebted to de Haas 2001. See also Strange 

1987.

42. Simplicius, In Cat. 76.13-14.

But regardless of its merits or demerits, what we want to know is 
whether there is anything original about Photios’ criticism. So is 
there? Yes and no. There seem to be no extant Greek ancient com
mentaries (or any other texts) in which similar criticism is actually 
levelled against Aristotle. That should be enough for our present 
purposes, since, in order to ascertain whether Photios’ criticism was 
influential with later writers, we only need to be able to exclude the 
possibility that any later writers who respond to his arguments, be 
it positively or negatively, draw on earlier sources. But it deserves to 
be noted anyway that there are ancient passages in which similar 
criticism forms part of the background against which Aristotle’s ac
count is discussed—and for the most part defended. Most important 
among these is Plotinus’ famous discussion of the genera of being 
in Ennead 6.1-3.40 41 42

In the beginning of this discussion, Plotinus raises a problem, 
which is likely to originate from the Middle Platonist Nicostratus:48
(1) is it possible to conceive of Substance as one single genus? For 
if, Plotinus says (6.1.2), this genus is supposed to cover both the 
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intelligible and the sensible realms, it will be predicated of both in
telligible and sensible substances; but since intelligible substances 
are prior to sensible ones, this will violate the rule that there can be 
no genus of an ordered series.43 Moreover, the genus will be neither 
corporeal nor incorporeal, which is impossible. Plotinus then pro
ceeds to investigate (2) the possibility of a genus of sensible Sub
stance only. But the result is again negative, for on the one hand 
(2a) form, matter and their compound are all said to be substances, 
but not in the same degree; on the other hand, (2b) so-called sec
ondary Substance cannot have anything in common with primary 
Substance, since it derives the name of ‘substance’ from it. That is 
to say, the different kinds of sensible Substance, too, constitute or
dered series. Plotinus’ conclusion is that even though it may be pos
sible to give characteristics of Substance, it cannot be said what it is. 
That is to say, ‘substance’ cannot be defined, not for the trivial rea
son that Substance is a highest genus, but because it is strictly 
speaking not a genus at all. Indeed, Plotinus even casts doubt on 
whether one of the two characteristics recognized by Photios to be 
properties in the strict sense, namely, to be numerically one and still 
be able to receive contraries, will be applicable to all substances. In 
6.1.3 he goes on to suggest that an Aristotelian category must be a 
different type of collection, with a looser kind of unity than a genus: 
such, for instance, that all its members share some important char
acteristics with all or some of its other members, even if not a defini
tion or formula of the essence. No doubt he is right.

43. “äto7tov to ai>TO aqiiaivoiv tt|v oiicsiav Ai re tow Æpo>To>c övtcov Kai tow varépiov oi>K 

ovtoc -/.Ao no koivoü év ok ro npoTepov Kai ilarepov” (6.1.1.26-28).

44. Dexippus, In Cat. 40.13-41.3; Simplicius, In Cat. 76.13-78.3. Hadot (1990) argued 

that Dexippus followed Porphyry and Simplicius followed Iamblichus in these pa

rallel passages; Iamblichus, on the other hand, “for the most part copied Porphyry’s 

commentary to the very letter” (Simplicius, In Cat. 2.10-n).

Plotinus’ discussion obviously played a role in the history of the 
interpretation of Aristotle’s Categories. This is amply testified by 
Dexippus’ and Simplicius’ commentaries, both of which are heavily 
indebted (directly or indirectly) to Porphyry’s reaction to it (in his 
Commentary to Gedalius),44 As Plotinus hinted, the impossibility of a 
genus including both intelligible and sensible substances told 
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strongly in favour of the traditional view (Ps.-Archytas, Boethus) 
that Aristotle’s account was only concerned with the sensible realm. 
Most later commentators saw no problem with this. All that was 
needed was an explanation as to why it should be thus restricted, 
and this was provided by Porphyry’s theory that the proper subject 
matter of the Categories was significant words.

Both Dexippus and Simplicius seem to consider Porphyry’s the
ory sufficient to dispose of Plotinus’ first problem. But neither ac
knowledges the fact that Plotinus had already examined the hy
pothesis of a genus of sensible Substance only and arrived at a 
negative conclusion, on the ground that the different kinds of sensi
ble Substance, too, be they compound, form, and matter, or univer
sals and individuals, constitute ordered series, and there can be no 
genus of an ordered series. Perhaps this indicates that Porphyry, 
too, passed over this part of Plotinus’ discussion in silence.

It is not clear whether the problem of the synonymy of primary 
and secondary substances antedates Plotinus. It seems to have left 
no traces in the commentary tradition between Plotinus and Pho
tios. However, if Photios was convinced of its urgency by his read
ing of Plotinus, he apparently was not too impressed by Plotinus’ 
solution: it is his insistence on the understanding of a category as a 
highest genus in the strict sense which makes it necessary for him to 
eliminate universals from the category of Substance.

In sum, then, if we find any later responses to this problem, we 
may be fairly certain that they were provoked by the reading of Pho
tios. So do we? Before I try to answer this question, I think it may 
be useful to summarize briefly the fortuna of Aristotle’s Categories in 
Byzantium. Fortunately, this can be done without much effort, 
thanks to the recent publication of a very handy and to all appear
ances reliable account of ‘The Byzantine Reception of Aristotle's 
Categories'' by Katerina Ierodiakonou (2005), on which I will draw 
heavily for the next few paragraphs. I shall only make a couple of 
insignificant corrections and additions of my own.

Most of the relevant texts can be divided into three genres: (1) 
sets or collections of scholia; (2) summaries or compendia; (3) trea
tises on particular topics related to the Categories. In addition to 
these, there are three works that stand out as being on a larger scale 
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than the rest, namely (a) Sophonias’ hybrid paraphrase, composed 
around 1300 (edited by Hayduck 1883); (b) George Pachymeres’ 
long commentary on the Organon (unedited: not to be confused with 
Book i of his Philosophia, which belongs to genre 2);45 and (c) George 
Scholarios’ (the later patriarch Gennadios II) even longer commen
tary on the^rtwte, from the early to mid-i43os (edited byjugie & 
al. 1936). I will briefly return to Scholarios’ commentary towards 
the end of the paper.

45. See Golitsis 2007: 54-56.

46. Amph. 138.104; 138.114; 141.22-23; 146.35-36.

Of (1) sets or collections of scholia, the oldest is of course version 
(a) of Photios’ commentary, which still awaits its first critical edition 
(see n. 3 above). As I have already mentioned, both Hergenrother 
and Westerink believed that version (a) had been excerpted not 
from the Clear Summary but from an older commentary (‘commen- 
tariolus’, Westerink; ‘compendium’, Hergenrother). The only rea
son for thinking that there has been such an older commentary 
seems to be that Photios occasionally in the Clear Summary claims to 
have dealt with a question in more detail elsewhere.46 These claims 
may of course refer to other independent essays rather than to an
other commentary (indeed, if these questions were considered by 
Photios to merit discussion in a commentary on the Categories, there 
is no reason why he would omit them in the Clear Summary). Apart 
from that, it should be noted how different the two versions are not 
only in length but especially in orientation. Most of those sections 
of the Clear Summary which are not also included in version (a) either 
express criticism (sects. 5, 13-14) or present material which is not 
strictly Aristotelian (sects. 1-3, 6). The only exception is sect. 11. 
Those sections which are also included in version (a) have in some 
cases been adapted in such a way as to lend support to the critical 
argument (sects. 9 and 12), or at least facilitate its flow (thus the sec
tions on the characteristics of Substance have been rearranged: in 
version (a) they naturally follow the Aristotelian order). Converse
ly, version (a) contains only quite neutral explanatory material. Es
pecially, it entirely lacks any discussion of the non-synonymy of 
Substance—the closest it gets is when Photios points up the contrast 
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between the general scope of John of Damascus’ definition and the 
applicability of Aristotle’s pseudo-differentiae (which are also called 
‘definitions’) only to individual and universal substance respective
ly (771-72 n. 28). In sum, my impression is that Hergenrother and 
Westerink were very probably right in thinking that the Clear Sum
mary is more recent than version (a); but the hypothesis that version 
(a) stems from a continuous commentary or compendium seems 
unfounded and superfluous.

In the generation after Photios we find Arethas of Patras (d. after 
932), later archbishop of Caesarea, filling the margin of his personal 
copy of Aristotle’s Organon, preserved to us as Vaticanus Urbinas 
graecus 35, with annotations on the Isagoge and Categories 1-5. These 
were edited in 1994 by Michael Share. Then we have, from the late 
12th or early 13th century, Leon Magentenos’ scholia, which cover 
the whole Organon, and are provided with prefaces for each Aristote
lian work: of the Categories scholia only two specimens have been 
edited, by Sten Ebbesen (1975: 383-384; 1981: 2: 278-279). And fi
nally, a single autograph manuscript dated to 1393/94 (Angelicus 
graecus 30) preserves the Cretan monk (Joseph) Philagrios’ contri
bution to the genre.

(2) Summaries of the Categories are in some cases part of more 
comprehensive compendia, such as the so-called Anonymus Hei
berg’s Logica et Quadrivium of 1007 (ed. Heiberg 1929). Other exam
ples include Nikephoros Blemmydes’ Epitome logica from the mid- 
13th century (ed. Wegelin, in Migne: PG 142), and George 
Pachymeres’ Philosophia from around 1300 (last edition of Book 1 on 
the Organon-. Oxford 1666). Three works relating to the Categories are 
printed by John Duffy among the incerta et spuria in Michael Psellos’ 
Philosophica minora, one (opusc. 52) being a short compendium of the 
Categories, the De interpretatione and the first seven chapters of the Prior 
Analytics, the second (opusc. 50) an even shorter one of the Isagoge 
and the Categories, and the third (opusc. 51) something more like a 
running commentary on the two last-mentioned works (middle-dis
tance track, I guess, since it runs, in fact, to about 750 lines).

(3) Among the genuine works of Psellos we find a handful of 
short treatises on particular topics related to the Categories (ed. Duffy, 
opusc. 6-9); similar treatises were also composed by Psellos’ pupil 
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and successor John Italos (Quaestiones quodlibetales 25-27, 35, 72 Joan- 
nou). Then, in one of his letters, Theodore Prodromos in the mid- 
12th century advanced a series of arguments against Aristotle’s 
views in Categories 6 that large and small are (a) relatives and (b) not 
contraries. This text was edited by Paul Tannery in 1887.

There, I think I have mentioned practically all the works that 
we have on the Categories written in Greek from the ninth century 
to the fall of Constantinople. Obviously, their quantity, in number 
and in bulk, is not very impressive; on the whole I think the same 
could be said of their quality. So is it possible to trace any Photian 
influence on the account of substance in any of these texts? Many 
of them do in fact reproduce the definition of John of Damascus, 
and some of them immediately add a Porphyrian tree in the same 
way that Photios did. I do not know of any earlier works that fol
low exactly the same pattern, so it may be the case that Photios set 
an example in this respect. However, if one looks carefully at the 
wording of the definition, one will find that it nearly always exhib
its a variant reading, which is found in other passages in John of 
Damascus, but not in Photios.47 So obviously Photios is not the 
source of that.48

47. Instead of wapciv (n. 17 above) they have nraamv. This is true of all the edited 

works on the Categories. The only texts in TLG corresponding exactly to Photios are 

Suda, o 961.15; Nikephoros Gregoras, Historia Romana, vol. 2, 952.12; vol. 3, 309.13; 

Antirrhetikapriora 2.6,325.5-6; 333.23-24.

48. Both Anonymus Heiberg and Psellos discuss the Damascene’s definition: see 

Ierodiakonou 2005: 26-27.

And it never really goes beyond this formal and imperfect resem
blance. I have browsed through most of the printed works included 
in the list above in search of a discussion of the non-synonymy of 
substance that might seem to bear some relation to that of Photios, 
but my results have been very poor indeed. One has to go beyond 
the pale of works primarily and properly dealing with the Categories, 
namely to the great controversy over the relative merits of Plato and 
Aristotle in the mid-fifteenth century, in order to find some discus
sion at least of the relative order of individuals and universals; but 
the only thing that emerges clearly from this discussion is that some 
authors, notably George Gemistos Plethon, now chose to ignore 
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one basic lesson taught by most ancient Greek commentators, 
namely that the secondary substances in the Categories were not Pla
tonic Forms.49

49. See Plethon, De differentiis 324.28-325.23 and George Scholarios’ reply (Jugie: 

4.60.1-63.6). See also Woodhouse 1986,195-96; 253).

Both Plethon and his most formidable adversary, George Schol- 
arios, were well aware of the rule that there can be no genus of an 
ordered series. Plethon denied its validity: neither primary and sec
ondary bodies, nor different numbers nor indeed being things in 
general, he maintained, are said to be what they are (i.e. bodies, 
numbers, and being) homonymously (Dedifferentiis 323.5-324.27). To 
this Scholarios replied, in his Defence of Aristotle, that the postulate of 
a highest genus of being synonymously predicated of all being 
things is both impossible and unnecessary: Aristotle was right in 
thinking that being is predicated analogically of all being things 
with reference to a single ultimate cause, which is God (Jugie: 
4.44.21-54.24). However, neither Plethon nor Scholarios discusses 
the application of the rule to primary and secondary Substance.

The level of discussion was not always very high. An example is 
Plethon’s suggestion (Dedifferentiis 16-23) that assigning a higher 
degree of being to particulars (to Kara (ispoc) than to universals (to 
KaØoZou) is tantamount to admitting that a part (to pepoc) can be 
larger than a whole (to 6/.ov). This was attacked by Theodore of 
Gaza, who pointed out that there is a difference between size and 
degree of substance (Adversus Plethonem 3.2). Plethon was already 
dead by then, but Michael Apostoles responded on his behalf, de
nying any relevant difference in meaning between the words pd/./.ov 
and jiei^ov, and maintaining that anyone who affirmed such a differ
ence must be deluded by the Western scholars, who try to philoso
phize without even mastering the language (AdTheodori Gazae 6.1-3).

Since the history of the Categories in Byzantium is bookended by 
two famous patriarchs, it would of course be especially nice to find 
some traces of Photios’ discussion in the commentary by George 
Scholarios (which is after all the most extensive Categories commen
tary written in Byzantium). Some of Scholarios’ questions (£r]Tf]jiaTa) 
inevitably touch upon matters having to do with the unity of Sub
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stance as a category, but never in a way which reveals the influence 
of his illustrious predecessor. For instance, Scholarios replies to the 
question why Aristotle does not start with generic substance, defin
ing and dividing this as he does with all the other categories, by 
saying that this is precisely what he does: the distinction between 
one kind of substance ‘neither being said of nor being in a subject’ 
and another kind of substance ‘being said of but not being in a sub
ject’ is the first division of substance generally (Jugie: 7.140.27-35). 
By implication, then, ‘not being in a subject (but having existence 
perse)’ is the common formula of substance (cf. Jugie: 7.153.6-7). But 
he never quotes the definition of John of Damascus.

Also, Scholarios attributes to Porphyry (cf. Isagoge 4.21-25) the 
view that “substance is a genus of material and immaterial substanc
es.” He himself agrees with this view, but adds that they are only in 
the same logical genus (since they have a common formula apart 
from the formula of the differentiae, which is to have existence per 
se), not in the same physical genus, since they do not have a com
mon matter (Jugie: 7.139.17-24).

I suspect that these replies owe more to the ‘Western scholars’ 
than to the Byzantine tradition. I have not made any attempt to 
track down their sources, but it was shown by Sten Ebbesen and Jan 
Pinborg that a very large proportion of the material in all parts of 
Scholarios’ Ars vetus commentary derives from Radulphus Brito’s 
Quaestiones super Artem veterem.7'' This may well be the case also with his 
questions on Substance. They do not show any influence from Pho
tios, that much is clear.

50. See Ebbesen & Pinborg 1981-82.

To conclude our investigation: even if the possibility must be left 
open that the results presented here will be contradicted by new 
findings in one or other of the unedited Byzantine works on the 
Categories, it seems as though Photios’ treatment of Substance on 
chap. 138 of the Amphilochia met with the same fate as his discussions 
of other categories in Amphilochia 142 and 145. It was ignored by pos
terity. One might be tempted to speculate that this had something 
to do with precisely the fact that his discussions do display more 
than a modicum of originality; but of course it might also have been 50 
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simply because they were buried in a mainly theological miscellany 
that few if any later authors would think of consulting when writing 
an Aristotelian commentary or compendium.
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